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Ethnohistory

Subscribe today.
Quarterly. Subscription includes membership  

in the American Society for Ethnohistory.

Individuals    $60 

Students    $25 

Single issues    $15

dukeupress.edu/ethnohistory

Katie Labelle and  

Robert C. Schwaller, editors

The official journal of 

the American Society for 

Ethnohistory

Ethnohistory reflects the wide 

range of current scholarship 

inspired by anthropological and 

historical approaches to the 

human condition. Of particular 

interest are those analyses and 

interpretations that seek to make 

evident the experience, organiza-

tion, and identities of indigenous, 

diasporic, and minority peoples 

that otherwise elude the histories 

and anthropologies of nations, 

states, and colonial empires. 

Sign up for new issue alerts at 

dukeu.press/alerts.



Genre is devoted to the study of 

the codes, conventions, and histo-

ries of generic forms in the con-

text of their cultural manifesta-

tions and effects. It publishes arti-

cles that deal with questions of 

genre in both literary and nonlit-

erary forms, that apply a broad 

range of disciplinary and interdis-

ciplinary approaches to genre, or 

that consider theoretical, institu-

tional, or political dimensions of 

discourse.

Sign up for new issue alerts at 

dukeu.press/alerts.

Subscribe today. 

Three issues annually 

Online access is included with a print subscription.

Individuals     $40 

Students     $20 

Single issues     $15

dukeupress.edu/genre

James Zeigler, editor
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Subscribe today.
Three issues annually
Online access is included with a print subscription.

Individuals: $38 
Students: $22 
Single issues: $15

dukeupress.edu/jmems

The Journal of Medieval and Early Modern  
Studies fosters rigorous investigation of his-
toriographical representations of European 
and western Asian cultural forms from 
late antiquity to the seventeenth century. 
Each issue contains articles informed by 
historical inquiry as well as contemporary 
theoretical debate. 

Sign up for new issue alerts at  
dukeu.press/alerts.

David Aers and Sarah Beckwith, editors
Michael Cornett, managing editor

Journal of
Medieval and Early Modern Studies



French Historical Studies
The official journal of the Society for French Historical Studies

French Historical Studies, the 

leading journal on the history of 

France, publishes groundbreaking 

articles, commentaries, and 

bibliographies on all periods of 

French history, from the Middle 

Ages to the present. 

Sign up for new issue alerts at 

dukeu.press/alerts.

Kathryn A. Edwards and 
Carol E. Harrison, editors

Subscribe today.
Quarterly. Subscription includes membership in the Society for French Historical Studies.

Individuals and full professors
$65 print and electronic
$60 electronic-only

Assistant and associate professors 
$55 print and electronic
$50 electronic-only

Retirees,  adjuncts, and 
independent scholars
$40 print and electronic
$35 electronic-only

Students and unemployed
$25 print and electronic
$20 electronic-only
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